SONGS

Hello Friends/Goodbye Friends
Hello, friends. (x3)
It's time to say hello.

Goodbye, friends (x3)
It's time to say goodbye.

Egg Shakers
Egg shakes up and
Egg shakes down,
Egg shakers dancing
all around the town.

Dance them on your shoulders,
Dance them on your head,
Dance them on your knees
and tuck them in to bed.

Ickey, Sticky, Bubble Gum
Ickey sticky, icky stick, icky sticky,
Bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum.
Ickey sticky, icky stick, icky sticky,
Bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum.
Sticking my hands to my....
Act like your hands are stuck!

We Wave...
We wave our scarves together
We wave our scarves together
because it's fun to do.
Wave them up high
Wave them down low
Wave them in the middle
Because it's fun to do.
We throw our scarves together

Let's Go Riding on an Elevator
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Elevator, elevator,
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Come along with me!
First floor, Second floor, Third floor,
Fourth floor, Fifth floor,
And.... down-down-down-down-down-down-down.

SHAPES:

Making reading FUN is our top priority! If children learn to LOVE reading, books and stories it will help them immensely when they learn to read at school. Learning to read is one of the hardest academic challenges they will face. If they love reading it will help motivate them to keep trying even when it gets tough! We all try our hardest to be great at an activity when we love doing it.
What Comes Next?

[Diagram with sequences of shapes: circles, squares, stars, and dots.

First row: grey squares.
Second row: pink circles, green stars.
Third row: grey squares, pink circles.
Fourth row: green stars, pink circles.
Fifth row: pink circles, green stars.]